Every day around the world our storm drain systems are being compromised by accidental spills and unplanned releases – creating enormous challenges for Hazmat, Fire and First Responder teams. To keep unwanted contaminants from impacting storm drains, these skilled professionals spend hours creating and implementing workable solutions. Faced with intense time pressure, crews may attempt everything from building earthen dikes to using absorbent booms, socks and pillows at the catch grate, and sand bags at the outfall pipe.

Not only does all this take enormous man-power, time and energy, in most cases the liquids leaving the pipe are still contaminated and must be further cleaned out.

Fortunately, all that’s about to change. Now there’s FlowStop, a product that makes all traditional approaches to remediation obsolete. This revolutionary new system, created by Logos Inc., is engineered to handle both emergency spills and routine maintenance of storm drain and sewer line pipes. There’s nothing else like it on the market.

FlowStop is a unique inflatable containment pipe plug designed with single and dual 2 inch flow through ports for servicing non-pressurized pipes from 12” to 48”. Its purpose is flow control, containment, and remediation of hazardous and contaminated fluids as well as drain line maintenance.

FlowStop features:

> Mobility
> Durability
> Dependability
> Quick Deployment
> Ease of Use
> Minimum Storage Space

**FlowStop Model 1218**

**Services pipes from 12” - 18”**

FlowStop Model 1218 is an inflatable pipe plug with a single 2” flow through port used to service non-pressurized pipes in diameters from 12” to 18”.

This unit is ideal for flow control, containment, and remediation of hazardous and contaminated fluids. Unit comes as a complete kit in a Pelican 1630 case which is waterproof and weather resistant. Contains all components for necessary operation.

**FlowStop Model 2030**

**Services pipes from 20” - 30”**

FlowStop Model 2030 is an inflatable pipe plug with dual 2” flow through ports used to service non-pressurized pipes in diameters from 20” to 30”.

This unit is ideal for flow control, containment, and remediation of hazardous and contaminated fluids. Unit comes as a complete kit in a Pelican 1780 case which is waterproof and weather resistant. Contains all components for necessary operation.

**FlowStop Model 3248**

**Services pipes from 32” - 48”**

FlowStop Model 3248 is an inflatable pipe plug with dual 2” flow through ports used to service non-pressurized pipes in diameters from 32” to 48”.

This unit is ideal for flow control, containment, and remediation of hazardous and contaminated fluids. Unit comes as a complete kit in a Pelican 1780 case which is waterproof and weather resistant. Contains all components for necessary operation.